
Autocom CDP and Delphi DS150E Diagnostic tool takes all the functionality and coverage 

of the DS100E and transfers it onto a PC platform. Faster diagnosis supports diagnostics on 

around 54,000 vehicle systems.On more than 4000 models from over 48 Vehicle 

Manufacturers.Full system coverage for Mazda,  Nissan, Subaru, Toyota, VAG, Ford, 

Peugeot, Citroen, Renault, Vauxhall, Rover, Fiat, Volvo, Hyundai….and more! 

 

Autocom CDP (Compact Diagnostic Partner) is a diagnostic tool used in the automotive 

industry to diagnose and repair vehicles. It is a powerful tool that can help technicians 

quickly identify and solve problems in vehicles. In this article, we will discuss the features 

and benefits of Autocom CDP. 

 

Features of Autocom CDP 

Comprehensive Diagnostic Functions: Autocom CDP offers a wide range of diagnostic 

functions that cover all major vehicle systems, including engine, transmission, ABS, airbag, 

and more. With Autocom CDP, technicians can quickly and accurately diagnose problems 
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and identify faulty components.Vehicle Coverage: Autocom CDP supports a wide range of 

vehicle makes and models, including cars, vans, trucks, and buses. It supports both OBD-I 

and OBD-II protocols, which allows it to communicate with virtually any vehicle on the road 

today. 

 

User-Friendly Interface: The Autocom CDP features a user-friendly interface that makes it 

easy for technicians to navigate and perform diagnostic tasks. The interface is intuitive and 

easy to use, even for those who are not familiar with diagnostic tools.Quick and Accurate 

Diagnostics: Autocom CDP uses advanced diagnostic algorithms that enable it to quickly 

and accurately diagnose problems in vehicles. It can read and clear fault codes, monitor 

live data, and perform special functions like resetting service indicators and programming 

keys. 

 

Wireless Connectivity: Autocom CDP supports Bluetooth and Wi-Fi connectivity, which 

allows technicians to connect to the vehicle wirelessly. This makes it easy to move around 

the vehicle and perform diagnostic tasks without being tethered to a cable. 

 

Benefits of Autocom CDP 

Increased Efficiency: Autocom CDP can help technicians work more efficiently by quickly 

identifying and diagnosing problems in vehicles. This allows them to make repairs more 

quickly and get vehicles back on the road faster.Increased Accuracy: Autocom CDP uses 

advanced diagnostic algorithms that ensure accurate diagnosis of problems in vehicles. 

This reduces the likelihood of misdiagnosis and helps technicians make repairs more 

quickly. 

 

Improved Customer Satisfaction: With Autocom CDP, technicians can diagnose and repair 

problems more quickly and accurately. This can help improve customer satisfaction and 

loyalty by reducing vehicle downtime and repair costs.Reduced Repair Costs: Autocom CDP 

can help reduce repair costs by accurately identifying faulty components and reducing the 

likelihood of misdiagnosis. This can help reduce the need for costly repairs and prevent 

unnecessary component replacements. 
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Future-Proof: Autocom CDP is constantly updated with the latest vehicle coverage and 

diagnostic functions. This ensures that it remains relevant and useful for years to 

come.Autocom CDP is a powerful diagnostic tool that can help technicians quickly and 

accurately diagnose and repair problems in vehicles. Its comprehensive diagnostic 

functions, vehicle coverage, user-friendly interface, and wireless connectivity make it a 

valuable tool for any automotive repair shop. With Autocom CDP, technicians can work 

more efficiently, accurately, and confidently, which can help improve customer satisfaction 

and loyalty while reducing repair costs. 

 

VNCI 6154A is a high-performance vector network analyzer (VNA) designed for microwave 

and RF applications. It is a versatile instrument that can be used for a wide range of 

measurements, including S-parameter measurements, antenna testing, and frequency 

response analysis. In this article, we will discuss the features and benefits of VNCI 6154A. 

 

Features of VNCI 6154A 

 

Frequency Range: VNCI 6154A covers a frequency range from 100 kHz to 54 GHz, which 

makes it suitable for a wide range of applications, including 5G, satellite communications, 

and radar systems. 

 

High Measurement Speed: VNCI 6154A features a measurement speed of up to 10,001 

points per second, which enables fast and accurate measurements.Wide Dynamic Range: 

VNCI 6154A has a dynamic range of up to 160 dB, which allows it to accurately measure 

very weak signals as well as very strong signals. 

 

Multiport Measurements: VNCI 6154A supports up to 4 ports, which allows it to perform 

multiport measurements, such as differential and common mode measurements, on 

devices with multiple ports.User-Friendly Interface: VNCI 6154A features a user-friendly 

interface that makes it easy to navigate and perform measurements. It has a touch screen 

display and a graphical user interface that displays measurement results in real-time. 
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Benefits of VNCI 6154A 

 

Improved Accuracy: VNCI 6154A offers high accuracy measurements, which enables 

designers and engineers to optimize their designs and achieve better performance. 

 

Increased Efficiency: VNCI 6154A has a high measurement speed, which enables faster 

measurements and increases the efficiency of design and testing. Reduced Time to Market: 

The fast and accurate measurements provided by VNCI 6154A can help reduce the time to 

market for new products, as engineers and designers can quickly optimize their designs 

and identify any issues. 

 

Versatility: VNCI 6154A is a versatile instrument that can be used for a wide range of 

measurements, including S-parameter measurements, antenna testing, and frequency 

response analysis. This makes it a valuable tool for any design and testing laboratory. 

Future-Proof: VNCI 6154A is constantly updated with the latest firmware and software 

updates, ensuring that it remains relevant and useful for years to come. 

 

DELPHI DS150E is a powerful diagnostic tool used to diagnose and repair faults in various 

vehicle systems. It is a versatile device that can diagnose and troubleshoot various vehicle 

systems, including engine, transmission, ABS, airbag, and more. In this article, we will 

discuss the features and benefits of DELPHI DS150E. 

 

Features of DELPHI DS150E 

 

Wide Vehicle Coverage: DELPHI DS150E supports a wide range of vehicle models from 

various manufacturers, including Audi, BMW, Ford, Mercedes-Benz, Toyota, and 

more.Comprehensive Diagnostics: DELPHI DS150E can diagnose and troubleshoot various 

vehicle systems, including engine, transmission, ABS, airbag, and more. 
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Real-time Data: DELPHI DS150E provides real-time data on various vehicle parameters, 

including engine speed, temperature, and more. Wireless Connectivity: DELPHI DS150E 

features wireless connectivity, allowing you to diagnose and troubleshoot vehicles without 

the need for cables. User-Friendly Interface: DELPHI DS150E has a user-friendly interface 

that makes it easy to navigate and perform diagnostics. 

 

Benefits of DELPHI DS150E 

 

Improved Accuracy: DELPHI DS150E provides accurate diagnostics, allowing you to identify 

and fix faults quickly and efficiently. Increased Efficiency: DELPHI DS150E has a fast 

diagnostic speed, allowing you to diagnose faults quickly and efficiently, reducing repair 

time and improving productivity. 

 

Reduced Downtime: The fast and accurate diagnostics provided by DELPHI DS150E can help 

reduce vehicle downtime, ensuring that vehicles are back on the road as quickly as 

possible. Cost-effective: DELPHI DS150E is a cost-effective diagnostic tool, allowing you to 

diagnose and fix faults quickly and efficiently, reducing the need for expensive repairs.  

 

Versatility: DELPHI DS150E is a versatile diagnostic tool that can be used on various vehicle 

models from various manufacturers, making it a valuable tool for any repair workshop. 

 

 

DELPHI DS150E is a powerful diagnostic tool that provides accurate diagnostics and 

troubleshooting for various vehicle systems. It is a versatile device that supports a wide 

range of vehicle models and provides real-time data on various vehicle parameters. With 

its user-friendly interface and wireless connectivity, DELPHI DS150E is a reliable and 

efficient tool that can help improve the productivity and efficiency of any repair workshop. 

The fast and accurate diagnostics provided by DELPHI DS150E can help reduce vehicle 

downtime and repair costs, ensuring that vehicles are back on the road as quickly as 

possible. 
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